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Hi, I’m Eden and I use she/her pronouns. Since I’m not
non-binary, the information within this paper has been
provided by sources knowledgeable about the issues
non-binary people face in today's society. As you’ll come
to see, writing this note was intentional to kick off the
conversation of how important it is, as a society, to
amplify non-binary voices. 

 

Note From the Author
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Abstract
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As of 2017, people aged 18 to 34 are
significantly more likely to openly
identify as LGBTQS2+ (lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, queer, and Two-
Spirited) than previous generations.
Workplaces need to seek new
opportunities to create a more
inclusive environment to attract late
millennials (1981-1996) and
Generation Z’s (1996-2015) entering
the workforce.

Becoming inclusive of all genders
doesn't only create a positive and
welcoming workplace environment but
increases consumer loyalty. In the last
few years, there has been an upward
trend of consumers supporting
businesses that share similar strong
ethical values. If your company
promotes a welcoming environment
for employees of all genders, you can
attract top-notch, hard-working,
employees. Your employees,
customers, and community will have a
more positive view of your company
and want to support you.

People of all gender identities deserve
to be respected in your workplace. In
Winnipeg, there are no laws 
mandating non-gendered 
bathrooms/changerooms or 
uniforms. 

i

This white paper offers insight from
local businesses who create inclusive
spaces for people of every gender
identity. Their responses show by
being inclusive Take Care and the
Women’s Health Clinic have seen
positive support from both their
customers and employees.



What is Non-Binary Gender
03

To understand non-binary identity, it's essential to recognize the
differences between sex and gender. Often used 
interchangeably, their definitions differ.

Sex:
Sex is medically designated at
birth and refers to the
biological differences between
males and females. The
differences include genitalia
and genetics. 

Gender:
Gender is most commonly
defined by cultural and societal
roles assigned to biological
sexes. Although more difficult to
define, gender can refer to
feminine/masculine identity or a
person’s preference of their
identity.



Implementing non-binary
practices into your business
requires a baseline
understanding of the non-
binary gender identity. It is a
critical step in implementing
best practices.

Non-binary gender falls under
the umbrella of transgender
identity.

Some people identify with a
gender opposite to their
assigned sex, while others
identify as neither, both,
and/or somewhere in
between. 

Although the term non-binary
falls under the transgender
identity, not every person
identifying as transgender 
also identifies as non-binary. 

Gender identity is fluid. Some
people choose not to identify
as any gender, and some
people’s gender identity
changes over time.

Non-Binary people can also
identify with terms like
genderqueer, agender, and
bigender. These terms don’t
mean the same identity, but
all represent an experience of
gender that isn’t strictly male
or female.

Some non-binary people
choose to undergo a medical
procedure to change their
bodies to match their gender
identity. 

In some Indigenous cultures,
the term Two-Spirit can
describe people who identify
as a third gender. 

People's gender
identity can be fluid.
The way someone
wants to identify can
change over days,
months, or even
years.
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The Spectrum Gender Identity
How you feel you identify inside

FemaleMale

Genderfluid, Genderqueer, 
 

Non-binary



German sexologist Magnus
Hirschfeld creates the word
‘transvestite’ which is considered
disrespectful to use today.

1980s:

People in Japan who didn’t
identify with the male or female
gender begin calling themselves
X-gender. X-gender is used the
same way non-binary is used in
the English language.

1990s: 
 

Non-binary gender identity isn’t new but Western society is still behind
in accepting differences. The first step to support non-binary
employees is to acknowledge the history of gender identity oppression.

The earliest known transsexual
genital conversion surgery
performed.

Non-Binary Timeline

Ancient Egyptian writing identifies
three genders: male (tie), Sekhet (sht),
and female (hemet).

Grammarians say singular ‘they’
is no longer acceptable because
gender-neutral pronouns don't
exist in Latin, so they begin using
‘he’ as gender-neutral.

The earliest known recorded mention
of ‘Mx’ title (used in place of Mr. or
Ms.) published in a magazine article.
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2000-1800 BCE:

1300s:

‘They’ used as a singular pronoun.iii1700s:

iv

1800s: 
 

v

1910s:

1970s: 
 

vi

The DSM-III (The Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders)
includes Gender Identity Disorder,
which diagnosed people as transsexual,
framing it as a pathological mental
condition. The process of being
diagnosed as transsexual was necessary
in order for people to transition.



2010s: 
 

2016: 
 

2017: 
 

Merriam-Webster Dictionary adds
cisgender, genderqueer, and Mx.

California implements the Gender
Recognition Act implementing a
third, non-binary, gender marker on
state documentation.

2018: 
 

2019: 
 

2020: 
 

The first annual International Non-
Binary Day is celebrated on July 14,
2012.
The DSM-5 replaces gender identity
disorder diagnosis with gender
dysphoria. Preferred gender choices
change from medically abnormal to
normal.

Australia lets people mark their
gender as ‘X’ instead of ‘M’ or ‘F’ on
birth certificates and passports.
India allows voters to register their
gender as ‘other’ on election ballots.

Dictionary.com adds the terms
agender, bigender, and
genderfluid.
Washington Post style guide
allows the use of the singular
‘they.’

First International Pronouns Day
takes place in 25 countries.

Collins Dictionary adds the word ‘non-
binary.’
Canada’s 2019 Census Test includes
non-binary gender answers.
The American Psychological Association
(APA) Style Guide updates to include
singular ‘they.’
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2000s:

2015:

Nepal’s 2021 census announces third
gender option.
Ro Khanna, a Democratic member of the
USA House of Representatives, proposes
the Gender Inclusive Passport Act –
adding an ‘X’ option to USA passports.

vii



Why a Non-Binary 
Workplace Matters
Companies need to follow emerging
workplace preferences, especially
with the new generations of late
millennials and Generation Z
increasingly occupying the
workforce.

20 per cent of people aged 18 to 34
identify as LGBTQS2+.  By implementing
non-binary workplace practices, you
create a company the new generation
wants to work for or support. Consumers
chose to support companies that reflect
their values, 82 per cent of allies are more
likely to purchase and support LGBTQS2+
supporting companies.  Allies are people
who are non-LGBTQS2+ but are
supportive of all gender identities.

63 per cent of people aged 18 to 34 are
likely to be allies.  Allies joining the
workforce are likely to accept emerging
workplace practices that support all
gender identities, like non-gendered
bathrooms and change rooms. Allies are
also 72 per cent more likely to accept a
job at an LGBTQS2+ supportive company.

 

Allies
63%

Other
37%
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Fostering a gender-inclusive
workplace environment helps your
company attract and retain top
talent based on inclusive practices.
Once hired, these employees are
likely to stay committed and
engaged since they are both proud
to work for their employer and likely
to exceed expectations.

Employing non-binary people will
bring diverse insights and
perspectives to the table. These
employees can relate to different
target consumers by understanding
their needs. 

1/5 identify as LGBTQS2+



Open the discussion with employees about where
they would feel most comfortable changing and if
possible, provide three changeroom options of
male, female, and all-gender. This can be as
simple as providing an online survey or hosting a
safe-space meeting where each employee can be
open about their preference.

Non-Gendered Bathrooms and
Change Rooms
Non-gendered bathrooms provide the opportunity for every employee or customer to
feel comfortable and accepted when using the facilities. Non-gendered change rooms
provide a safe area for everyone to change, shower, or get ready for work.
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Steps to create non-gendered bathrooms and change rooms:

1 Your business determines if there are any opportunities to build new
gender-neutral bathrooms or convert existing bathrooms. 

2 Convert or create a non-gendered bathroom using ADA (Americans
With Disabilities Act) compliant signage using non-gendered
pictograms. 

3 Convert single-user bathrooms (one toilet in a room), to all-gender use.

4
Don’t assume that someone who identifies as non-binary or
transgender wants to use gender-neutral bathrooms. Make
all bathroom options (male, female, and all gender) clear.
Let the person decide.

5

Although it is not regulated to have all-gender bathrooms in Canada, the Equal
Restroom Access Act, passed in California in 2016, requires all California businesses to
convert single-user restrooms to all-gender restrooms.  The Act provides an existing
and useful example of how companies can be more inclusive by updating their
facilities.

xii



Non-Gendered Work Uniforms
and Dress Codes

By making simple changes in your company's dress code policy, you can ensure all
employees dress professionally without excluding any gender identities. The Ontario
Human Rights Commission offers a sample of a gender-neutral dress code policy used
in restaurants as a starting point in creating your own gender-neutral dress code.

Non-gendered bathrooms provide the opportunity for every employee or customer to
feel comfortable and accepted when having to use the facilities. Non-gendered change
rooms provide a safe area for everyone to change, shower, or get ready for work.
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Steps of adopting a non-gendered dress code includes:

1 List what accepted clothing options are in the workplace without specifying which
pieces are to be worn by which gender or offer a gender-neutral work uniform as
well as a male and female gender uniform option.

2 Don't mandate specific gendered footwear. For example, heels for females
and dress shoes for males.

3 Open a dialogue with employees about what they would feel most
comfortable wearing while at work.

http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/not-menu-ohrc-inquiry-report-sexualized-and-gender-based-dress-codes-restaurants/appendix-c-sample-gender-neutral-dress-code-policy
http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/not-menu-ohrc-inquiry-report-sexualized-and-gender-based-dress-codes-restaurants/appendix-c-sample-gender-neutral-dress-code-policy


Pronoun Usage in the Workplace
Using a person’s pronouns demonstrates respect and courtesy. There are different
ways to start implementing pronoun usage without disrupting operations.
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Start including your pronouns in email signatures 
and video calls1
Non-binary employees won't feel singled out stating their pronouns (ex: they/them)
by having all employees include pronouns in email signatures. Doing so prevents
someone from being misgendered at work meetings, events, or when dealing with
client relations. Due to COVID-19 the new normal is video calls and meetings.
Including pronouns in the name section of video calls prevents misgendering
anyone involved in the call and also prevents an employee from being singled out
when stating their pronouns.

State your pronouns when introducing yourself2
When introducing yourself to new employees or clients, start with your name
followed by your preferred pronouns, for example, saying, "Hi, I'm Eden, and I use
she/her." By stating your own pronouns, you open the conversation with others
feeling comfortable and safe expressing their gender pronouns.

Accept that common usage of gender-neutral pronouns takes time3
Creating the habit of using gender-neutral pronouns takes a different amount of
time and effort for each employee. It can be challenging to learn when the use of
gendered terms is or isn’t appropriate. Encourage each employee to practice using
gender-neutral terms on their own time.

Accept that mistakes happen 4
Changes don’t happen overnight. Ensure employees are open and willing to be
corrected when addressing someone using their improper pronouns. Correction
should immediately acknowledge the mistake and involve an explanation of why the
employee was wrong. Make sure the explanation is portrayed as a learning
experience and not an attack. Your workplace is already making positive changes by
creating a space for people to feel comfortable voluntarily providing pronouns.



Not all non-binary identifying people use they/them pronouns. It is
important to ask each employee what pronouns they use. The following
chart provides a base resource for any employees having trouble
understanding gender-neutral language.

Gender Pronouns
11

Pronouns Subject Object Possesive Reflexive

He/Him/His

She/Her/Hers

They/Them/
Theirs

He said I told him
This is his 
chair

He reminded 
himself

She said I told her
This is her 
chair

She reminded 
herself

They said I told them
This is their 
chair

They reminded 
themselves

Using Gender-Neutral Language
The use of gender-specific language is common in everyday conversations.
We often refer to others based on if they look more masculine or feminine.
It's essential to use gender-neutral language to avoid excluding people who
don't identify as male or female.

When greeting a group of employees, use gender-neutral language such as
"folks (some prefer folx), everyone, and you all." When stating job
responsibilities, use ‘they’ or ‘their.’ While people may use he/she without the
intention of excluding others, gendered language invalidates those who
identify outside the gender binary.



Jill Zdunich is the owner of Take Care, a curated consignment clothing
business with two brick-and-mortar locations in Winnipeg and an
online shop. 

What non-binary workplace practices are implemented at Take Care?

“We don't believe clothing should be gendered. Our consignment clothing is
merchandised according to colour. We want folks to shop freely and safely in
our shops, without any gender biases as to what types or styles of clothing
they pick.”

Q&A – Winnipeg Non-Binary
Workplace Practices
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These two Winnipeg businesses are taking the right steps in
creating an inclusive workplace for all gender identities. 

Jill Zdunich - Take Care



Why is it important for your business to have non-binary 
workplace practices?

“The very notion of a gender binary is an antiquated one. It has no place in
our present or our future. For far too long, the oppressive restrictions of the
binary have prevented natural human expression, thought, and growth – I
don’t have time for that within my shops.”

What would you recommend to other businesses that are shifting to
non-binary workplace practices?

“I would recommend them to keep going! Push outside the gender binary
restrictiveness and allow for their workplaces and their employees to radiate
a practice of equality, positivity and safety.”
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Q&A – Winnipeg Non-Binary
Workplace Practice
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Amy Tuckett-McGimpsey - communications
specialist Women’s Health Clinic

Amy Tuckett-McGimpsey is a communications specialist at the
Women’s Health Clinic. 

What non-binary workplace practices are implemented at Women's
Health Clinic?

“We have our pronouns in our email signature so that we all can know and be
respectful of others’ pronouns. We take a non-gendered approach,
particularly to reproductive health care. We use language like pregnant
people (instead of women), parenting workshops (instead of mothers), and in
our abortion materials, we refer to ‘people’ as well.”



“In the past, we have also provided clinic-wide training on many issues,
gender being one of them. We know even our name ‘Women's Health 
Clinic’ can be exclusionary, so we also put a statement on our website 
and at the footer of our emails: 
 
We use an inclusive definition of ‘women’ and welcome Two-Spirit, genderqueer,
trans and non-binary people to Women’s Health Clinic. 

Even though we created this in the last two years, we know that this
statement can also be problematic, so we are working through it.”

Why is it important to have non-binary workplace practices? 

“We know that people of all genders obtain our services. Some folks who do
not identify as women can get pregnant. It's also important for our clients
and our co-workers to feel respected when they walk through our doors.

We recognize that we have made mistakes in the past, and we are far from
perfect, but we continue to work towards an environment where people of
all genders feel welcome.”
 
What would you recommend to other businesses that are shifting to 
non-binary workplace practices? 

 “To do it well, non-binary and trans folks need to be at the table and
compensated. Organizations also need to be careful about not putting that
work on the non-binary, trans, genderqueer, and Two-Spirit folks that
already have a place in the organization.

It's also important for co-workers to know how to change their language to
be more inclusionary and what to do if you mess up (i.e., you mess up
someone's pronouns, apologize, and focus on getting it right). It's also
important for co-workers to know how to call people out if another co-
worker uses a wrong pronoun. It's on us – especially if you are cisgender
 – to do the work.”
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Assume a subject’s gender
identity.

Use multiple names or
pronouns – it's disrespectful to
write or address a dead name
(someone’s birth name they no
longer identify with).

Use quotation marks around a
chosen name or identity.

Reveal a person's birth-assigned
sex, name, and/or genital
configuration without explicit
permission.

Use inaccurate, disrespectful, or
sexist language. 

 

Clarify name and pronouns.

Ask for a gender identity label
and the person’s personal
definition of it. No one is
obligated to answer but it
prevents misgendering of
your subject.

Identify and explain terms
that may be unfamiliar or new
to the audience.

Conduct your research when
writing about unfamiliar
gender identity.

 

When writing about non-binary identifying people, there are do's and don'ts to
follow. Genderqueer.Me provides helpful guidelines Winnipeg communicators
can follow when writing about or covering LGBTQS2+ issues/people. 

How to Include Non-Binary Practices
in the Communications Industry
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As someone in communications, I know being inclusive in the industry is
essential when targeting specific audiences with product positioning, news,
or press releases. 

Do: Dont:

https://genderqueer.me/


Consumers support companies that align with their personal values. By
implementing non-binary workplace best practices, you help create a positive
reputation and consumers will feel good about choosing to support your
business. 

Your company is more likely to attract top talent when being an accepting,
open, and progressive work environment. It is essential each employee feels
comfortable working for your company and feels proud to work for you. 

"The sooner we can, as a society, let go of these dusty old ideas of a
gender binary, the better, safer, and happier humans will be!” 
– Jill Zdunich

Employees should expect acceptance from co-workers and bosses.
Implementing gender-neutral change rooms, bathrooms, and updating work
uniforms ensures employees –regardless of their gender identity, will feel
comfortable and respected.

Key Takeaways
Let’s face it, if your business isn’t progressing with society’s
standards, your company is falling behind. 
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